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Abstract
This paper considers the calculation of the minimum norm points
for polynomial interpolation over the sphere S2  R3. The norm
of the interpolation operator n, considered as a map from C(S2)
to C(S2), is given by knk = maxx2S2 kB−1b(x)k1, where the non-
singular matrix B and vector b are determined by the fundamental
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system of points xj 2 S2; j = 1; : : : ; dn. The problem is to choose the
fundamental system to minimise knk.
Algorithms for solving this continuous minimax problem must be
able to handle many local maxima close to the global maximum, and
local maxima which lie close to each other along ridges. A rst or-
der dual algorithm is used to nd a spherical parametrisation of a
normalised fundamental system. The results suggest that for these
points the growth in knk, for n < 30, is less than c0 + c1n, where
c0  1:8 and c1  0:7.
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1 Introduction
This paper considers the use of a continuous minimax problem to nd the
minimum norm polynomial interpolation points on the unit sphere S2  R3.
Although much of the discussion extends to the sphere Sr−1 in Rr (see [15]
for example), this paper only deals with r = 3. Let Pn denote the space of all
spherical polynomials of degree at most n (i.e. the space of all polynomials
in 3 variables restricted to S2). Using the usual spherical polar coordinates
 2 [0; ] and  2 [0; 2), a common basis for Pn is the spherical harmonics [5]
Y`k = c`P
jkj
` (cos ) cos(jmj); ` = 0; : : : ; n and k = −`; : : : ; `;
where c` are appropriate normalisation constants and P
jkj
` are the associated
Legendre functions. The dimension of the space Pn is dn = (n + 1)
2.
The polynomial interpolant nf coincides with a given continuous func-
tion f at a prescribed set of points fx1; : : : ; xdng  S2. A set of points
fx1; : : : ; xdng  S2 is a possible set of interpolation points for the space Pn
if and only if it is a fundamental system, that is the zero polynomial is the
only member of Pn that vanishes at each point xj , j = 1; : : : ; dn.
The question is, for xed n, to nd dn = (n+1)
2 points on S2 so that poly-
nomial interpolation is a good approximation. Fliege and Maier [2] suggest
choosing the points to minimise the potential energy
(x1; : : : ; xdn) =
dnX
i=1
dnX
j=i+1
1
kxi − xjk2 : (1)
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Another possible criterion is the mesh norm
h = max
x2S2
min
j=1;:::;dn
dist(x; xj); dist(x; y) = cos
−1(xTy); (2)
which gives the maximum great circle distance from the closest point of
fx1; : : : ; xdng. These criteria are primarily concerned with the geometric
distribution of the points fx1; : : : ; xdng on the sphere S2, and are not directly
related to the problem of polynomial interpolation.
The norm of the polynomial interpolation operator, as a map from C(S2)
to C(S2) is
knk = sup
f2C;f 6=0
knfk1
kfk1 :
As n is a projection onto Pn, i.e. n is linear and 
2
n = n,
knf − fk1  (1 + knk)En(f); (3)
where En(f) = infp2Pn kf − pk1 is the error of best uniform approximation.
Because of its role in the upper bound (3) we use the Lebesgue constant knk
as the criterion for selecting the interpolation points.
Let bi 2 Pn for i = 1; : : : ; dn be a basis for Pn, and dene the vector valued
function b : S2 ! Rdn by b(x) = [b1(x)    bdn(x)]T and the interpolation
matrix B by
B = [b(x1)   b(xdn)] i.e. Bij = bi(xj) i; j = 1; : : : ; dn: (4)
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The matrix B is nonsingular if and only if the set of points fx1; : : : ; xdng is
a fundamental system. The norm of the interpolation operator is then
knk = max
x2Sr−1
kB−1b(x)k1: (5)
The value of knk depends on the fundamental system fx1; : : : ; xdng.
The norm knk can be made arbitrarily large if the fundamental system is
badly chosen. The interesting question is how small knk can be made by a
good choice of fundamental system.
Reimer [10, 11] has shown that an extremal fundamental system, i.e. a
fundamental system which maximises j det(B)j, has knk  dn = (n + 1)2.
This bound is quite pessimistic. Another bound given by Reimer [10] is
knk  (n+ 1)

avg
min
1=2
; (6)
where avg and min are the average and minimum eigenvalues of the positive-
denite Gram matrix G determined by the fundamental system using the re-
producing kernel basis (see Section 2). The ratio avg=min  1 depends
on the choice of points fx1; : : : ; xdng, and, less obviously (Reimer [10]),
avg=min > 1 for n  3.
It is known that the optimal order of growth for the norm of a linear pro-
jection onto S2 is O(n1=2), which is achieved by the L2-orthogonal projection
and hyperinterpolation [12, 13]. Several criteria for choosing a good set of
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polynomial interpolation points on the sphere are discussed in [15], as well
as comparisons with some non-polynomial approximations.
This paper concentrates on the use of a continuous minimax algorithm to
nd a fundamental system which minimises the norm knk of the interpola-
tion operator. For a background on continuous minimax problems, or their
equivalent formulation as semi-innite programming problems, see [4, 6, 9].
A signicant aspect is the parametrisation of the fundamental system and
the calculation of derivatives with respect to this parametrisation. These are
considered in Section 3, after Section 2 gives details of the reproducing ker-
nel basis used. Section 4 discusses the continuous minimax algorithm, with
results given in Section 5.
2 Reproducing kernel basis
This section outlines a simple representation [13] of nf which avoids ex-
plicit computation of spherical harmonics based on the reproducing kernel
(Reimer [10])
Gn(x; y) :=
nX
`=0
X`
k=−`
Y`k(x)Y`k(y); x; y 2 S2: (7)
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The Addition Theorem [5] for spherical harmonics shows that Gn(x; y) is
bizonal, depending only on the angle between x and y, so
Gn(x; y) = ~Gn(x
Ty):
In particular, for S2
~Gn(z) =
1
4
nX
`=0
(2`+ 1)P`(z); (8)
where P`(  ) is the usual Legendre polynomial. This result can be written
in closed form [3] ~Gn(z) =
n+1
4
P
(1;0)
n (z) using the Jacobi polynomial P
(1;0)
n
of degree n corresponding to the weight function (1 − z) on [−1; 1] (see
Szego¨ [14]).
Using the standard recurrence for Legendre polynomials ~Gn(z) can be
evaluated by
P0(z) = 1; P1(z) = z; ~G1(z) = P0(z) + 3P1(z);
Pn(z) =
2n− 1
n
Pn−1(z)− n− 1
n
Pn−2(z);
~Gn(z) = ~Gn−1(z) + (2n+ 1)Pn(z);
for n  2 and z 2 [−1; 1]. The derivative ~G0n(z) can also easily be calculated
using this recurrence.
For each point xj of the fundamental system fx1; : : : ; xdng dene the
kernel polynomials gj 2 Pn with axis xj by
gj(x) = Gn(x; xj) = ~Gn(x
Txj); j = 1; : : : ; dn: (9)
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Dene the vector valued function g : S2 ! Rdn by g(x)T = [g1(x)    gdn(x)].
The corresponding basis matrix is
G = [g(x1)   g(xdn)]; i.e. Gij = ~Gn(xTi xj) for i; j = 1; : : : ; dn: (10)
Then the weights w such that (nf)(x) = w
Tg(x) are given by the linear
system Gw = f , where f = [f(x1)   f(xdn)]T . Using this reproducing kernel
basis the norm of the interpolation operator is
knk = max
x2S2
kG−1g(x)k1: (11)
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The problem is to nd a fundamental system of interpolation points X =
fx1; : : : ; xdng to minimise the norm of the interpolation operator. Making the
dependence of G and g on the fundamental system X explicit, the problem
is
min
X
max
x2S2
kG(X)−1g(X; x)k1: (12)
This section considers the parametrisation of the fundamental system X
and derivatives of G(X), g(X; x) and kn(X)k with respect to a spherical
parametrisation of the fundamental system X.
In general the denition of continuously dierentiable functions over S2 is
complicated, requiring the division of S2 into pieces to obtain local parametri-
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sations in 2D Euclidean space and then requiring any continuously dier-
entiable function to have continuous derivatives with respect to each local
coordinate system (see [3, x3] for example).
A critical property is that G(X), g(X; x) and kn(X)k are invariant
under an arbitrary rotation, that is for any orthogonal Q 2 R33,
G(QX) = G(X); g(QX;Qx) = g(X; x); and kn(QX)k = kn(X)k:
It is also convenient to work with a spherical polar representation of
x 2 S2, t = [ ]T 2 T = [0; ] [0; 2) so
x = [sin t1 cos t2 sin t1 sin t2 cos t1]
T :
As the spherical polar coordinates are oriented along the third coordinate
axis, the rotational invariance is used, as in [2], to x the rst point x1 of
the fundamental system at the north pole (1 = 0; 1 irrelevant) and the
second point x2 on the prime meridian (2 = 0). The gives the p = 2dn − 3
parameters
i 2 [0; ]; i = 2; : : : ; dn; j 2 [0; 2); j = 3; : : : ; dn:
The parameters specifying the fundamental system are grouped in the
vector
s = [2; : : : ; dn ; 3; : : : ; dn ]
T 2 Rp:
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Thus for n = 29 there are dn = 900 interpolation points specied by p =
2dn − 3 = 1797 parameters.
In fact to allow the straightforward dierentiation of functions of t and s,
these variables are restricted to regions of the sphere S2 excluding small caps
around the north and south poles. One interpolation point is xed at the
north pole, and hence does not appear explicitly as a minimisation variable.
This, together with an explicit consideration of the south pole, avoids the
singularity associated with  becoming negative along an arc through  = 0,
or  exceeding  on an arc through  = , when  changes by .
It should be noted that any two points in a fundamental system can be
swapped, along paths on which they do not coincide. The swap does not
change the value of knk, but along this path the matrix G is singular, so
knk is innite. Thus in the variables s 2 Rp there are many local minimisers,
separated by innitely high walls. The optimisation procedure will only
be able to produce a fundamental system which is an approximate local
minimiser of knk.
As the spherical polar coordinates are varied it is better not to impose
the bounds in an optimisation procedure as points may become articially
stuck against one of the bounds, in particular the bounds on . The nal
values can be be mapped to [0; ] [0; 2) using the 2 periodicity in  and
, along with the fact that [+; ]T corresponds to [; ], with the sign
chosen so that   2 [0; 2). If these transformations are implemented at
each stage, they pose particular diculties for methods which use dierences
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in points, for example quasi-Newton methods [1].
4 Algorithms
From now on only the spherical polar representations t 2 T of x 2 S2 and
s 2 Rp, where p = 2dn − 3, of a fundamental system X are considered. The
continuous minimax problem
min
s2Rp
max
t2T
kr(s; t)k1; (13)
where r : Rp  T ! Rdn , r(s; t) = G(s)−1g(s; t) is equivalent to the semi-
innite nonlinear programming problem
min
s2Rp;2R

subject to   kr(s; t)k1 for all t 2 T:
(14)
Algorithms for continuous minimax problems typically convert the inner
maximisation in (13) into a maximum over a nite set (or equivalently the
semi-innite constraint in (14) into a nite set of constraints) either by work-
ing with meshes for T which can be made ner and ner (see [6, 16] for exam-
ple), or by nding all the local maxima which achieve the global maximum
(see [4, 6, 9, 8, 7] for example).
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Figure 1: Interpolation norm function kG−1g(x)k1 for n = 15
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First consider the inner maximisation in (13) for a xed s. Let
 (s) = max
t2T
dnX
i=1
jri(s; t)j: (15)
If ri(s; t) 6= 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; dn then kr(s; t)k1 is a smooth function of t for
t in regions excluding caps around the north and south poles. As t is chosen
to maximise kr(s; t)k1 this might be expected to be the case. However the
outer minimisation w.r.t. the parametrisation s of the fundamental system
may force one or more components of ri(s; t) to be zero.
A necessary condition for a point t(s) 2 (; − )R, for  > 0 small, to
be a local maximum of kr(s; t)k1 is that
0 2 @tkr(s; t(s))k1 =

u 2 R2 : u = (s)G(s)−1rtg(s; t(s))
}
; (16)
where, for i = 1; : : : ; dn,
eTi (s) 2
8<
:
1 if ri(s; t(s)) > 0;
[−1; 1] if ri(s; t(s)) = 0;
−1 if ri(s; t(s)) < 0;
(17)
and ei is the ith unit vector in R
dn .
Ecient methods for solving (13) require all local maxima close to the
global maximum. Moreover as the norm is minimised many points are ex-
pected to achieve the global maximum. For instance for n = 15, dn = 256,
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Figure 2: Contours of kG−1g(t)k1 for n = 15
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the interpolation norm function kG−1g(t)k1, is plotted in Figures 1 and 2 at
the fundamental system of points obtained by minimising the norm. Fig-
ure 1 plots the points (1 + =(fu − fl)(f(x) − fl))x, for x 2 S2, where
fl = minx2S2 f(x), fu = maxx2S2 f(x) and  = 0:3 is a scaling parameter.
Figure 2 plots the contours of kG−1g(t)k1, with local maximisers marked
with a + and a global maximiser with a *.
The strategy adopted was to calculate kG−1g(t)k1 on a grid of points over
T , explicitly including the north and south poles, identifying all grid local
maxima within ,  > 1, of the global maximum over the grid, nding local
maxima accurately from each of these starting points, taking the largest of
these as knk and using all distinct local maxima within  of the largest in
the search direction subproblems. The grid may have to be rened, as it is a
common occurrence in these problems for local maxima to occur along ridges
(see Figures 1 and 2). A 201 by 402 equally spaced grid of T lead to the
identication of 177 local maxima within 1% of the global maximum for the
example in Figure 1. An open question is whether a true global minimum
norm fundamental system, as distinct from an approximate local minimiser,
has curves in T along which the inner maximum is achieved.
Assume there are L(s) distinct local maximisers yl(s) 2 S2 of kG−1g(t)k
within  of the global maximum  (s). Let t`(s) be the spherical polar rep-
resentation of y`(s) and let  `(s) = kr(s; t`(s))k1. The outer optimisation
procedure requires the derivatives w.r.t. the spherical parametrisation s. For-
mally, assuming G(s) is positive denite in a neighbourhood of s,
@skr(s; t`(s))k1 = `(s)TG(s)−1
−rsG(s)G(s)−1g(s; t`(s))+
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rsg(s; t`(s)) +rtg(s; t`(s))rst`(s)] : (18)
If the inner maximisation is smooth at t`(s) then `(s) is uniquely determined
by (17). If it is nonsmooth then `(s) is determined by (17) and (16). In
either case, `(s)
TG(s)−1rtg(s; t`(s)) = 0, so the last term in (18) vanishes.
Hence derivatives of t`(s) w.r.t. s are not needed in rst order information.
Let v`(s) 2 @skr(s; t`(s))k1. The primal subproblem to determine a search
direction h 2 Rp is
min
h2Rp;2R
 + 
2
khk22
subject to    `(s) + hTv`(s) ` = 1; : : : ; L(s)
(19)
which is a quadratic programming problem in p + 1 variables with L(s)
constraints. A piecewise linear line search can be used to nd an approximate
minimiser  of  (s+h), giving the next iterate s = s+ h. Alternatively a
trust region khk1   can be added to the search direction subproblem (19)
with the trust region radius being updated by rules based on the agreement
between  (s + h) and the predicted value  (see [1] for example).
The corresponding dual search direction subproblem is
min
2
4
u0
u
3
52G(s)
u0 +

2
kuk22; (20)
where
G(s) = conv
`=1;:::;L(s)

 (s)−  `(s)
v`(s)

: (21)
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The dual search direction is h = −u where [u0 u]T solves the subproblem (20).
Expressing
G(s) =
8<
:
L(s)X
i=1
i

 (s)−  `(s)
v`(s)

:
L(s)X
i=1
i = 1; i  0; i = 1; : : : ; L(s)
9=
; ;
shows that (20) is also a quadratic programming problem, but with L(s)
variables and a single equality constraint. Because the number L(s) of dual
problem is typically only a few hundred for n < 30, while the number of
primal variables p is up to 1797, the dual subproblem was used to determine
the search direction. The parameter  can be estimated from information
obtained in the line search [6].
5 Results
The dual algorithm outlined in Section 4 was used to nd a fundamental
system that is an approximate local minimiser of knk. As discussed in
Section 3 there are likely to be many local minimisers, so the choice of starting
point is critical. The algorithm was started from the eigenvalue points [15],
which were obtained by choosing the fundamental system to maximise min,
and hence to minimise the bound (6) on knk. The maximum determinant
points were obtained by choosing the fundamental system to maximise detG.
The potential energy points are those of Fliege and Maier [2].
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Figure 3: Norms of the polynomial interpolation operators
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The norms knk are plotted in Figure 3 as functions of n. A notable
feature of the results in Figure 3 is that the potential energy points are not
very good and that the minimum norm points have smaller norm than the
maximum determinant and eigenvalue points. Numerically knk  1:8+0:7n
for the minimum norm points. A detailed comparison of dierent point sets
and related approximations can be found in [15]. It remains an open question
what the rate of growth of knk (as a function of n) is for fundamental sys-
tems achieving the global minimum, and if these minimum norm points can
be characterised in terms of the zeros of an orthogonal polynomial. Various
point sets and plots of dierent criteria are available from
http://www.maths/unsw.edu.au/~rsw/Sphere.
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